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Awesome, Dylan!
I thought I remembered this was on your calendar of cool things to do, but didn’t
know for sure.
I really appreciate it!
Also appreciate your lectionary blog-- thank you for it! Always helps me get the
ideas flowing when I am meditating on an upcoming sermon.
Peace to you!
Paige
At 06:58 PM 6/28/2005, you wrote:
On Jun 28, 2005, at 3:57 PM, paige_michele_2000 wrote:
On another topic completely, blasting I Will Follow the other day, at
the top of my speaker’s capacity, I decided to stop *talking* about
using U2 in worship, and actually *do* it, perhaps a Sunday evening
this summer...
I know there was talk a while back about such a service-- have any of
you actually developed such a liturgy?
Yup! Here’s the liturgy that was used, including playlist. The Eucharistic Prayers
aren’t what I would have done if I’d written them; among other things, I wouldn’t
skip the words of institution and the epiklesis! I did pretty much select the music,
though. *How To Dismantle an Atomic Bomb* wasn’t out yet, so no songs from
that album are included.
Hope that helps!
Dylan
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